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Abstract
Squeezing-assisted interferometers achieve sub-shot-noise sensitivity to phase shifts, though losses
can strongly degrade performance. Here we present the first experimental demonstration of detection-
loss tolerance for this class of interferometers employing degenerate optical parametric amplification at
one output port. For 50% detection efficiency, the phase sensitivity of our polarization interferometer
with coherent and squeezed vacuum inputs would not overcome the shot-noise limit, but the output
amplification gives 3 dB sub-shot-noise sensitivity. We further demonstrate that robustness increases
with higher gain of the output amplifier: sub-shot-noise sensitivity is achieved for detection efficiency as
low as 13%. We believe that overcoming detection inefficiency will become crucial to take full advantage
of quantum metrology, for example in gravitational-wave detection, quantum sensing and imaging.
The sensitivity to a phase shift for quantum-noise-limited interferometers improves by increasing the
number of probing photons in accordance with the shot-noise limit (SNL). This strategy is not always feasible
because it can give rise to technical problems. For instance, in gravitational-wave detectors, boosting the
circulating power in the interferometer over the currently planned ∼ 1 MW power per arm [2] generates
angular [8] and parametric [10] instabilities and thermal lensing [5]. Out of sophisticated quantum states
and detection schemes [15, 22, 23, 24, 32], injecting a squeezed vacuum (SV) state in the dark port of
a conventional interferometer proves to be a powerful and practical alternative to increase the sensitivity
beyond the SNL [6, 33, 26]. Building such squeezing-assisted interferometers is beneficial not only for
gravitational-wave detectors [28, 4, 30], but also for quantum sensing [29, 17], super-resolution [25] and
living-cell imaging [27].
The downside of squeezing is susceptibility to losses, which reduce the possible enhancement given by
the input state of the interferometer [14]. A possible solution for detection inefficiency was suggested by
Caves four decades ago [6]: the squeezed quadrature in which the phase information is encoded should
be strongly anti-squeezed to remain tolerant to losses or non-perfect detection efficiency [12]. In this way,
the interferometer is preceded and followed by a degenerate optical parametric amplifier (OPA): the first
generates the input SV radiation; the second protects the squeezing from detection inefficiency. For this
purpose, the use of non-degenerate OPAs has been proposed very recently [9], even though the advantage in
the output amplification is lower [18].
A similar strategy is at the core of the SU(1, 1) interferometers, where the beam splitters of the usual
interferometer are replaced by OPAs [34]. There, the presence of the second amplifier can also give detection-
loss tolerance for sub-shot-noise phase sensitivity [21, 19, 20].
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In this Letter, we present the first demonstration of detection-loss tolerance for the sub-shot-noise phase
sensitivity in a squeezing-assisted interferometer. Our goal is to protect the phase information encoded in
the squeezed state by degenerate optical parametric amplification before the lossy detection stage. As shown
theoretically in Refs. [6, 19], we demonstrate that the noiseless amplification before detection leads to full
robustness to detection inefficiency if the gain factor is high enough. This strategy could be extremely useful
for gravitational-wave detectors, where major efforts have been put into the reduction of losses degrading
the squeezing [4].
Figure 1: Squeezing-assisted polarization interferometer with a degenerate optical parametric amplifier at
the output. The vertically-polarized squeezed vacuum state |ξ〉 generated in the amplifier DOPA1 by the
pump (wavelength λp) and the horizontally-polarized coherent state |α〉 (wavelength λα) are at the input of
the HWP (orientation angle δ). In the inset, our scheme is equivalent to an interferometer with two arms
corresponding to right- and left- circularly polarized states and with phase shift φ = 4δ (dashed elements are
fictitious). The vertically polarized output of the interferometer is amplified in DOPA2 and selected with
Glan polarizer GP. The detrimental effect of the non-unity detection efficiency η on |ξ〉 can be compensated
for by a sufficiently high gain in DOPA2.
Fig. 1 presents a schematic of the experiment. To prove the principle of detection-loss tolerance, we realize
a squeezing-assisted interferometer with an output amplifier that gives robustness to losses. We operate at
the wavelength λα with a coherent beam (in red) and SV radiation (in magenta). The latter is produced
through parametric down-conversion (PDC) in the degenerate optical parametric amplifier DOPA1 pumped
at wavelength λp = λα/2. Instead of a spatial interferometer, where the two inputs occupy different spatial
modes, we build with a half-wave plate (HWP) a polarization interferometer, where the two inputs occupy
two orthogonal polarization modes and same spatial mode. Namely, the coherent state |α〉 has horizontal
polarization and the SV state |ξ〉 has vertical polarization. As shown in the inset of Fig. 1, the fictitious
beam splitters and the variable phase shift become apparent in the right- and left-circular polarization basis.
Indeed, a linear polarization state can be decomposed into two circular polarization components, similarly
to the transformation of a 50:50 beam splitter. The HWP performs a transformation of right- into left-
circular polarization and vice versa, and it introduces a phase shift φ = 4δ between the two arms, with
δ being the HWP’s optic axis angle. The transformation from the circular polarization basis back to the
linear polarization basis corresponds again to the one of a beam splitter. Since the second amplifier DOPA2,
pumped by the same beam as DOPA1, is seeded only by vertically polarized light, it amplifies only one
output port of the interferometer. The losses taking place before the DOPA2 are called internal and they
are impossible to compensate for. The loss after the amplifier, shown with a neutral density filter with
transmission η, are subsumed under the name ‘detection loss’. The amplification of vertically polarized light
at the output can make up for detection losses, provided that the gain is high enough. The output port is
selected with the Glan-Taylor polarizer GP.
The setup is depicted in Fig. 2. For the coherent beam, we use the fundamental harmonic of a Spectra
Physics Spitfire Ace laser system (central wavelength 800 nm, horizontal polarization, 1.5 ps pulses, 5 kHz
repetition rate). The SV radiation is produced in a 2-mm β-barium borate crystal BBO1 pumped by the
second harmonic of the laser (central wavelength 400 nm, horizontal polarization, average power 65 mW,
waist intensity FWHM 240 ± 10µm at the HWP). The coherent beam and the pump are combined with
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Figure 2: Squeezing-assisted polarization interferometer fed with coherent and SV radiation incident on a
half-wave plate HWP. The SV state is produced in the pumped nonlinear crystal BBO1 and the output is
amplified in the second crystal BBO2. Dichroic mirror DM rejects the pump and Glan polarizer GP selects
the vertically polarized light. Lens L and pinhole P provide spatial filtering, while spectral filtering is done
with bandpass filter BF. Detection is done with low-noise photodetector PD1. Beamsplitter BS1 taps off
part of the pump beam to monitor intensity fluctuations. Beamsplitter BS2 combines the pump and the
coherent beam for the interferometer and for the feedback system.
beamsplitter BS2. The HWP is a 45-µm-thick dual-wavelength waveplate: a HWP for 800 nm; a full-wave
plate for 400 nm. The output amplifier BBO2 is also a coherently-pumped 2-mm BBO crystal. The waist
of the coherent beam is inside the second crystal and the waist intensity FWHM is chosen similar to the
first Schmidt mode of the PDC radiation [31], i.e. 80 ± 10µm. The pump is rejected with dichroic mirror
DM and the vertical output port of the polarization interferometer is selected by Glan polarizer GP. To
ensure a single-spatial-mode operation, we select an angular bandwidth of 130µrad with 200−µm pinhole P
in the focal plane of lens L (f = 1.5 m). The bandpass filter BF provides a 3 nm spectral bandwidth around
the central wavelength 800 nm. The photo-detector PD1, designed for pulsed light, registers the number of
photons per pulse, with a dark noise of a few hundred photons.
To reduce excess intensity fluctuations of the pump beam (2% RMS), we tap off part of the beam
with the beamsplitter BS1, amplify the fluctuations using high-gain PDC and post-select pump pulses with
approximately the same energy (see Sec. I of Ref. [1]). To ensure a constant phase relation between the
coherent and SV beams at the input of the HWP, we use the other output port of BS2 and a feedback system
(see Sec. II of Ref. [1]).
For a given angle δ of the HWP’s optic axis, we perform 1000 measurements of the number of photons
at the interferometer output with post-selection on the energy of the pump. For each δ, we extract the
sensitivity to the phase shift φ = 4δ with the formula
∆φ =
∆N∣∣∣d〈N〉dφ ∣∣∣ , (1)
where ∆N =
√
〈N2〉 − 〈N〉2 is the measured standard deviation, which includes detector dark noise, and
〈N〉 is the average number of photons. The slope of the 〈N〉 (φ) dependence is inferred from a fit. Al-
though homodyne detection is generally preferred in lossy squeezing-assisted interferometers without second
amplifier [7, 12, 13], for simplicity we use direct detection, which still gives detection-loss tolerance [19, 1].
Internal losses, due to reflection at the HWP and at the first facet of BBO2, are measured to be 3%,
while the detection efficiency is η = 50 ± 3%. The parametric gain G of the amplifiers is estimated from
the nonlinear dependence on the pump power P of the single-mode collinear degenerate PDC intensity
IPDC ∝ sinh2G, with G ∝
√
P [16]. We choose the gain of the first amplifier to be lower than the one of the
second amplifier. For this, we fix the value of P and detune the first crystal from exact phase matching. In
this way, we effectively reduce the gain. We measure the almost-single-mode PDC intensities in the phase-
matched case IPM and non-phase-matched case INPM, as well as the gain GPM for perfect phase-matching
to obtain from the formula G1 = asinh
√
sinh2GPM · INPM/IPM the value 1.7± 0.3.
Fig. 3 presents typical phase sensitivity measurements obtained with Eq. 1 and the insets show the
dependence of the average photon numbers on the phase. The SNL for the phase sensitivity, shown with a
red dashed line, is given by
∆φSNL =
1√
Nα +NSV
, (2)
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Figure 3: Phase sensitivity measurements with G1 = 1.7 and Nα = 1500 photons in the coherent beam. The
shot-noise limit is the red dashed line and the lines show the theoretical predictions. The insets show the
photon number dependence on the phase. (a) Second gain G2 = 2.7. The measurements shown with circles,
squares and diamonds are respectively for detection efficiency η = 50%, 29% and 15%. (b) Increased value
G2 = 3.2. The measurements shown with circles, squares and diamonds are respectively for η = 50%, 16%
and 6%.
where Nα and NSV are, respectively, the photon numbers of the coherent and SV beams inside the interfer-
ometer, i.e. at the HWP, within the spatial and spectral bandwidths registered at the detector. For the SV
beam, we can use the estimate NSV ∼ sinh2G1, but since Nα = 1500 ± 250 we neglect the small value of
NSV and obtain ∆φSNL = 26± 1 mrad.
Fig. 3 (a) shows three measurements with three detection efficiencies η = 50%, 29% and 15%. To vary
η, we place before lens L a HWP and a GP (not shown in Fig. 2). For the highest efficiency, the phase
sensitivity is shown in circles. The SNL is overcome by 0.9± 0.4 dB in the best case, i.e. when φ ∼ pi. One
should note that if the output amplifier were not there, the phase sensitivity would not overcome the SNL.
We also crosscheck that the sub-shot-noise behavior does not persist if the SV input is removed (see Sec.
III of Ref. [1]). Exactly for φ = pi, the average number of photons is the lowest and the detector dark noise
spoils the sensitivity, hence the peak. Towards φ = 0, the phase sensitivity degrades as most of the noise
comes from the coherent beam. For 29% detection efficiency (squares), the performance reaches the SNL,
while for 15% detection efficiency (diamonds), it is worse than the SNL.
To fit the experimental points, we derive the phase sensitivity for a lossy squeezing-assisted interferometer
with an OPA at the output and direct detection, following the procedure outlined in Ref. [19]. The model
also takes into account the excess noise of the coherent beam, i.e. the normalised second-order correlation
function g(2) deviates from unity (see Secs. IV-V of Ref. [1]). We use two fitting parameters G2 and g
(2) for
the model (lines), in good agreement with the experiment for G2 = 2.7 and g
(2) = 1.003 in panel (a) and for
G2 = 3.2 and g
(2) = 1.004 in panel (b).
At fixed first-amplifier gain and detection efficiency, by increasing the gain of the output amplifier the
phase sensitivity can be improved, as shown in Fig. 3 (b). The measurements shown with circles, squares
and diamonds correspond, respectively, to detection efficiencies η = 50%, 16% and 6%. For the highest value
of η, the SNL is overcome by 3.0± 0.5 dB in the best case. In addition, an increased second-amplifier gain
allows to achieve a certain value of the best sensitivity for a lower detection efficiency. Indeed, comparing
the measurement in squares for both panels, the minimum value is the same but the detection efficiency is
different: η = 29% for lower G2 (a) and η = 16% for higher G2 (b).
For a squeezing-assisted interferometer with shot-noise limited coherent beam and homodyne detection
scheme, the sub-shot-noise sensitivity phase range covers half of the 2pi period [19]. In our case, this range
is smaller: for the best detection efficiency it is ∼ 0.3pi in panel (a) and ∼ 0.4pi in panel (b). The main
reason is that our coherent beam is not shot-noise limited. Additionally, in the case of direct detection,
the detector dark noise excludes part of this range when φ = pi. Finally, we would like to stress that,
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Figure 4: Best phase sensitivity as a function of detection efficiency η. The shot-noise limit is the red dashed
line and the lines show the theoretical model. For the blue circles, the second gain is G2 = 3.2, while G2 = 2.7
for the green diamonds.
even with these imperfections, the sub-shot-noise sensitivity range is broader than the one of the SU(1,1)
interferometer [20, 3].
To demonstrate the capability of our scheme to overcome detection inefficiency, we show in Fig. 4 the best
phase sensitivity ∆φmin versus the detection efficiency η. The photon number for the coherent beam and the
first-amplifier gain are kept constant and the common SNL is shown with a red dashed line. We observe that
for G2 = 2.7 (green diamonds), the system provides sub-shot-noise sensitivity for detection efficiency above
34%. For a higher second-amplifier gain G2 = 3.2, the best sensitivity proves more robust and approaches
the SNL for 13% detection efficiency. This scheme can i) provide sub-shot-noise sensitivity even with very
low detection efficiency and ii) approach the ideal sub-shot-noise sensitivity for relatively high output gain.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that for a squeezing-assisted interferometer the detrimental effect
of detection losses can be eliminated with an optical parametric amplifier at the interferometer output. In
particular, our experiment shows phase sensitivity overcoming the SNL by 3 dB even for 50% detection
efficiency. Increasing the gain of the output amplifier helps to overcome a higher amount of losses: with a
gain of 3.2 we have been able to overcome the SNL for detection efficiency down to 13%.
This result is relevant to many schemes where limited detection efficiency reduces the advantage brought
by squeezing. The most noteworthy example is gravitational-wave detection: at the output of the interfer-
ometer, mode matching and elements such as optical Faraday isolator, mode cleaner and photodiode can
result in up to ∼ 30% losses [28, 30]. Compensating for these losses with a continuous-wave scheme similar to
ours would make use of the whole squeezing available at the input. Importantly, the homodyne scheme (used
in gravitational-wave detectors) will also benefit from pre-amplification; moreover, unlike direct detection,
it is not affected by detector dark noise [19]. We would like to stress that our scheme is relevant not only
for quantum sensing, but also for imaging experiments involving multimode radiation. Indeed, the scheme
could be accommodated to support more than a single spatial mode, similarly to Ref. [11], and this opens
up a considerable amount of experiments on sub-shot-noise imaging.
Detection efficiency proves to be an especially important constraint for experiments with infrared and
terahertz radiation, used for biological and industrial applications. In this case, parametric amplification
before detection will be indispensable. Finally, in comparison with the SU(1, 1) interferometer, where op-
tical parametric amplifiers replace beam splitters, a squeezing-assisted interferometer with amplification
before detection has several important advantages. As already pointed out, i) it is directly applicable to
gravitational-wave detectors and ii) it allows a broader sub-shot-noise sensitivity range. In our proof-of-
principle experiment, this range is reduced due to excess fluctuations in the coherent beam, but this problem
can be overcome by using a better source or by post-selection.
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1 Pump pulses post-selection
The pump beam used in the experiment is not shot-noise limited and the excess intensity fluctuations are
measured to be 2% RMS. To reduce the excess fluctuations of the pump, the measurement of the phase
sensitivity with the photodetector PD1 is post-selected conditioned on the signal measured on PD2. As
shown in Fig. 1, we tap off part of the pump beam at the beam splitter BS1 to generate spatially and
spectrally-multimode parametric down-conversion (PDC) in the nonlinear crystal BBO3. We reject the
pump with the dichroic mirror DM2 and the long-pass filter LPF with the transmission edge at 645 nm. The
relative intensity fluctuations of the pump σIp/Ip are amplified proportionally to the parametric gain G
1
σIPDC
IPDC
= G · cothG · σIp
Ip
, (1)
where IPDC is the intensity of the PDC radiation. Eq. (1) can be derived using the proportionalities IPDC ∝
sinh2G and G ∝√Ip. For more efficient post-selection, we choose a high gain G ∼ 7 in a 3-mm crystal by
focusing tightly the pump with a lens not shown in the schematic for simplicity. In order to achieve better
sub-shot-noise phase sensitivity, the window of acceptance of the events at PD2 corresponds to a standard
deviation of 2% relative to the mean.
2 Control of the relative phase
In Fig. 1 we show explicitly the path at the second output of the beam splitter BS2 used to control the
relative phase between the coherent and the SV input. We control the path length of the 800-nm beam to
lock the phase relative to the 400-nm pump. To obtain the same wavelength, we generate vertically-polarized
second harmonic at 400 nm in the nonlinear crystal BBO4 from the 800-nm coherent beam. The movement
of one of the N-BK7 wedges W can change, due to dispersion, the relative phase between the two beams
at different wavelengths without changing the alignment. The band-pass filter BF2 (central wavelength 400
nm, bandwidth 40 nm) rejects the 800 nm beam. To obtain good visibility, we use a beam expander (lenses
L2-3) and the pinhole P2 for spatial mode filtering and the Glan polarizer GP2 with transmission axis at
45 degrees to project both beams on the same polarization axis. The signal on the photodetector PD3
determines through a feedback system the movement of the piezoelectric actuator PA connected to a mirror
in the path of the 800-nm coherent beam in order to lock the phase.
1cothG ∼1, when G > 2.
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Figure 1: Full experimental setup. Complementary to Fig. 2 of the main text. The second output of the
beam splitter BS2 is used to lock the relative phase of the coherent (800 nm) and pump (400 nm) beam. The
dispersion in a pair of movable wedges W gives the desired value of the phase. Second-harmonic generation
in the nonlinear crystal BBO4 frequency-doubles the coherent beam at 800 nm and the residue is rejected
with a band-pass filter BF2. The interference of the pump and the frequency-doubled 800−nm beam is
filtered spatially by the combination of lenses L2-3 with a pinhole and detected on the photodetector PD3,
through the Glan polarizer GP2 oriented at 45 degrees. The feedback system stabilizes the phase of the
800 nm beam moving the piezoelectric actuator PA. Other notation is: HWP, half-wave plate; DM, dichroic
mirror; LPF, long-pass filter.
3 Operation of the interferometer without the squeezed input
In this Section, we check that the phase sensitivity does not overcome the shot-noise limit (SNL) if the
squeezed vacuum input is removed. In this way, the interferometer is not squeezing-assisted anymore and
resembles the usual interferometer with coherent input and an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) at the
output. Fig. 2 presents the phase sensitivity of the interferometer when the first amplifier is removed, i.e.
G1 = 0. In this case, the SNL for the phase sensitivity is given by
∆φSNL =
1√
Nα
, (2)
where Nα is the number of photons at the half-wave plate, i.e. inside the interferometer, before the OPA. The
amplifier does not affect the SNL, because phase sensitive amplification does not change the signal-to-noise
ratio of the radiation at the input [1].
The phase sensitivity does not overcome the SNL, shown with a red dashed line. In addition, the SNL
is not even reached, mainly because of the detector dark noise and of the internal losses 2. For this part
of the experiment, the photon number is Nα = 1400 ± 250 and the gain of the amplifier from the fit is
G2 = 2.9 ± 0.3. The values of external and internal transmission are the same as in the main text. The
experimental points show good agreement with the theoretical model.
4 Excess noise for a coherent beam after an optical parametric
amplifier
We study the effect of the excess fluctuations of a non-perfectly coherent beam seeding an OPA. To take
into account the excess fluctuations at the input of the OPA, the following equations are valid for the input
photon number operator: Nˆin 〈
Nˆin
〉
= Nα,
∆Nˆ2in = Nα +
(
g(2) − 1)N2α, (3)
where Nα is the average photon number and g
(2) is the normalized second-order correlation function, devi-
ating from the value one for a non-perfectly coherent beam. To describe our state, we consider a mixture of
2The excess noise of the coherent beam would not degrade the best phase sensitivity, if there were no detector dark noise.
However, in this case it does.
2
Figure 2: Phase sensitivity measurement with no squeezed vacuum state, i.e. first amplifier gain G1 = 0.
Second amplifier gain G2 = 2.9 and Nα = 1400± 250 photons in the coherent beam. Internal and external
transmissions are µ = 97% and η = 50%. The shot-noise limit (red dashed line) is not overcome. The green
line shows the theoretical prediction. The inset shows the photon number dependence on the phase.
coherent states |β〉 described by the density matrix
ρˆ =
∫
dβ P (β) |β〉 〈β| , (4)
where β = be−iψ is a complex number and P (β) is the P-function of the state. We consider the phase fixed
at ψ = 0, and only amplitude fluctuations to be present: P (β) = p (b) δ (ψ), where p is a generic probability
distribution and δ is the Dirac delta. The average value of a generic operator Oˆ can be evaluated with
the formula
〈
Oˆ
〉
= Tr
(
Oˆρˆ
)
. Evaluating the averages in Eqs. (3) with Eq. (4), we obtain the following
prescriptions to the function p ∫
db p(b) b3 = Nα,∫
db p(b) b5 = g(2)N2α.
(5)
We consider a degenerate OPA described with the Bogoliubov transformation for the output and input
annihilation operators aˆout and aˆin
aˆout = coshG aˆin + sinhG aˆ
†
in, (6)
where G is the parametric gain. For the input state described by Eqs. (4, 5), we calculate the expectation
values for the number of photons at the output of the OPA Nˆout and the variance
3,〈
Nˆout
〉
= sinh2G+Nαe
2G,
∆Nˆ2out = 2 sinh
2G cosh2G+Nαe
4G+
+
(
g(2) − 1)N2αe4G. (7)
Eqs. (7) suggest that the relative excess intensity fluctuations g(2)−1 of the input beam will be amplified
by the OPA, proportionally to the mean number of photons squared N2α and to the factor e
4G. Moreover,
the value of the g(2) at the output will not necessarily be as the one at the input; in general, it increases. For
the limiting case of no photons at the input (Nα = 0), g
(2) = 3 + 1/ sinh2G in accordance with the result
for an unseeded OPA. For the case of high number of photons at the input (Nα →∞), the value of g(2) at
the output approaches the one at the input from above.
3The knowledge of the probability distribution p (b) is not necessary in this case.
3
5 Derivation of the phase sensitivity
We use the theory developed in Ref. [2] to calculate the theoretical phase sensitivity for the polarization
interferometer with an output amplifier. In particular, we take into account the direct detection and the
excess noise of the coherent beam. For the notation we refer to Fig. 3. For the derivation, we use the
transformation through each element of the two-component quadrature vector
oˆ =
1√
2
(
oˆ+ oˆ†(
oˆ− oˆ†) /i
)
, (8)
instead of the annihilation and creation operators oˆ and oˆ†. In this formalism, a phase shift, described as
wˆ = oˆe−iγ , becomes wˆ = O (γ) oˆ, where O (γ) = I cos γ − Y sin γ, with
I =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, Y =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
. (9)
The squeezed vacuum input with squeeze factor G1 and the coherent beam with classical amplitude α and
phase pi/2 have quadrature vectors
aˆ1 = S (G1) zˆ1,
aˆ2 =
√
2α
(
0
−1
)
+ zˆ2,
(10)
where the single-mode Bogolyubov transformation in Eq. (6) with gain G is described by
S (G) =
(
eG 0
0 e−G
)
, (11)
and zˆ1,2 are vacuum quadrature vectors. The transformation of the quadrature vectors through the elements
can be written as
bˆ1,2 =
1√
2
(aˆ2,1 ± Y aˆ1,2) ,
cˆ1,2 = O
(
pi
2 ± 2δ
)
bˆ2,1,
dˆ1,2 =
√
µ cˆ1,2 +
√
1− µ mˆ1,2,
eˆ2 =
−Y√
2
(
dˆ2 − dˆ1
)
,
fˆ = S (G2) eˆ2,
gˆ =
√
η fˆ +
√
1− η nˆ,
(12)
where mˆ1/2 and nˆ are vacuum annihilation operators and µ, η are respectively the internal and external
transmissivity, δ is the angle of the HWP’s optic axis, while G2 is the squeeze factor of the output amplifier.
The first line of Eq. (12) describes the basis transformation from horizontal, vertical polarization to right-
and left- circular polarization, while the fourth line describes the inverse transformation. The second line
describes the operation of the HWP in the right- and left- circular polarization basis, i.e. a total phase shift
of φ = 4δ. Indeed, the Jones matrix of a half-wave plate in the right- and left-circular polarisation basis
is [3]
i
(
0 e2iδ
e−2iδ 0
)
. (13)
Figure 3: Polarization interferometer with squeezed vacuum light at the input 1 and coherent light at the
input 2 and an optical parametric amplifier at the output. The figure shows the notation used in the
calculations.
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The third and last lines describe respectively the internal and external losses, while the fifth line describes
the amplification at the output.
The last line of Eq. (12) can be rewritten as
gˆ = −√ηµS (G2)Y
(
aˆ1 sin
φ
2 + aˆ2 cos
φ
2
)
+
+
√
η (1− µ)S (G2) mˆ+
√
1− η nˆ,
(14)
where mˆ = Y
(
mˆ1−mˆ2√
2
)
. The output quadrature vector in Eq. (14) substituted with Eqs. (10) can be
considered as the sum gˆ = Aˆ+ gˆfl, where the first quantity corresponds to the coherent beam
Aˆ =
√
2ηµα cos φ2S (G2)Y
(
0
−1
)
, (15)
and the second is the fluctuating part
gˆfl =
√
ηµ sin φ2S (G2)YS (G1) zˆ1+
+
√
ηµ cos φ2S (G2)Yzˆ2+
+
√
η (1− µ)S (G2) mˆ+
√
1− η nˆ.
(16)
In our case, Nα = α
2  sinh2G1 and the mean and variance of the photon number operator Nˆ = gˆ†gˆ are
given by 〈
Nˆ
〉
≈ 1
2
Aˆ>Aˆ = ηµNαe2G2 cos2
φ
2
, (17)
∆Nˆ2 ≈ Aˆ> 〈gˆflgˆ>fl 〉 Aˆ =
= ηµNαe
2G2 cos2 φ2
[
ηµ cos2 φ2σ
2
SNL+
+ηµ sin2 φ2σ
2
SV + η (1− µ)σ2SNL + (1− η)
]
,
(18)
with
σ2SV =
(
1 0
)
S (G2) (−Y)S2 (G1)YS (G2)
(
1
0
)
=
= e2G2−2G1 ,
σ2SNL =
(
1 0
)
YS2 (G2) (−Y)
(
1
0
)
= e2G2 .
(19)
With the addition of the detector dark noise and the excess fluctuations of the coherent beam to the
photon number variance calculated in Eq. (7), we obtain
∆N2 = ∆N2det + ηµNαe
2G2 cos2 φ2×[
ηµ cos2 φ2σ
2
SNL
(
1 +
(
g(2) − 1)Nα)+
+ηµ sin2 φ2σ
2
SV + η (1− µ)σ2SNL + (1− η)
]
.
(20)
The phase sensitivity can be calculated from Eq. 1 of the main text using Eqs. (17, 20).
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